


I travel around the world
to discover wonderful
places then share them

with children like you.

In this book, I’ll tell you
about things I found in the HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

Words in parentheses are Hawaiian, and you can
test your memory for them at the end of the book. 

Inside are lots of ACTIVITIES and pictures you
can COLOR. So get out your crayons and turn
the page.

Welcome to 
Color Me Hawai i

Hi kids.
My name is 

SIR NEWTON!

‘



The Hawaiian Islands are KAHO‘OLAWE, KAUA‘I,
LANA‘I, MAUI, MOLOKAI, NI‘IHAU, OAHU

and the Big Island of HAWAI‘I.

Native Hawaiians speak English now,
but many people also speak the
Hawaiian language. For example, say

“ALOHA” instead of “hello,” and say
“MAHALO” for “thank you.”

Some Hawaiian words are spelled with an OKINA,
a backward apostrophe (‘) that shows there should

be a slight pause between those letters.

Learn more about the history of the Hawaiian Islands 

and their flag in the full “Sir Newton’s Color Me Hawai‘i.”

All About Hawai i

English has 52 letters, but the 
Hawaiian language has only 12: 

A, E, I, O, U, H, K, L, M, N, P and W.

WOW!
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The Hawaiian Islands are surrounded
by the Pacific Ocean, which is full
of fish and other creatures.

Monk Seals
The Hawaiian Islands are the only
place in the world that the HAWAIIAN MONK
SEAL can be found. Its Hawaiian name is “ilio holo
kai,” which means “dog that runs in the sea.”

Monk seals can dive as deep as 1,500 feet. That’s
more than the height of the Empire State Building!

They grow to about seven
feet, which is longer than
most adult people are tall.

Learn about sharks, turtles
and humpback whales in the full 
“Sir Newton’s Color Me Hawai‘i.”

Under the Sea



NEWT FACT:
Monk seals grow
up to seven feet.



The Hawaiian islands are actually
the tops of giant VOLCANOES.

Volcanoes are like mountains, but
inside a volcano is a hole that goes all
the way below the Earth’s surface.

Under the Earth’s crust, the temperature is so
hot, it can melt rock! The melted rock forms
thick “MAGMA,” and when gasses
develop under the magma, it’s
pushed up and explodes out
of the top of the volcano,
forming LAVA.

Learn about volcanoes,
surfing, hula, Hawaiian
birds and agriculture in
the full “Sir Newton’s
Color Me Hawai‘i.”

Volcanoes

Side
vent

Vent

Crater Lava



Find the lava 
path that ends 
at the bottom 
of the volcano.

Lava maze



A Sir Newton’s Color Me Book

In thanks to God for giving us the Hawaiian Islands and the world.

Thanks also to my parents for their help and support and to my husband, 
who helped me believe I can do anything.

Thanks to the Smith and Fezzie families for being my guinea pigs.

And a special thanks to Charles de Freitas for making my drawings look professional.

This book has been published to give children in the Hawaiian Islands something fun that they 
can call their own and to help them share their beautiful home with others around the world.

10% of the sales of Sir Newton’s Color Me Hawai‘i will be donated to 
Rotary International District 5000 — Hawai‘i programs benefiting children in the Hawaiian Islands.
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Now that you’ve learned
about the Hawaiian
Islands, let me tell you

about me, Sir Newton.

I’m a “rescue dog.” When I was 
a puppy, I got lost. I was living on the streets and
got sick. A policeman found me and took me to the
pound, but no one wanted to adopt a sick dog.

Luckily, a volunteer with a dog rescue organization
picked me up. Those kind people took care of me
until I was well again. Then they introduced me to
a great family. I love my new home.

If you see a dog living on the streets, be kind to
him. Tell volunteers at a rescue organization, so
they can help the dog find a new family.

And if you would like to adopt a dog, contact your
local dog pound or rescue organization.

Hey  kids!



ISBN-13: 978-976-95191-1-4 

10% of the sales of this book 
will be donated to Rotary

International District 5000—
Hawai‘i programs benefiting 

children in the Hawaiian Islands.
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